Michał Noga
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m.noga@email.com

My journey with Front-end development started way back
In 2009 when I created an official website for the school I was in,
official website of my next school and then a few templates.

linkedin.com/in/nogamichal

Since that time I have created dozens of websites & applications.
Since year 2019 Front-end development is my full-time job.

SKILLS

See some of my projects at:

-

HTML 5
CSS 3
JavaScript ES6+
Sass / Scss
MUI & Styled Components
React.js
NPM
Firebase
Git, GitHub & GitLab
REST API
Photoshop & Adobe XD
Figma

Basics of:
- Gulp & Webpack
- Vue
- Angular
- PHP & Laravel
- jQuery
- Bootstrap
- WordPress
- TypeScript
- Jest, Cypress
- GraphQl

https://m-noga.com/

EMPLOYMENT HISTORY
Software / Front-end Developer
BIT Michał Noga / 03.2022 - Currently

Nowadays I am responsible for creating cross-platform
applications (React Native), developing design systems (Vue),
ECommerce websites (React) and websites in general
(also mostly in React). I started using TDD in some projects and
mentoring more Developers. In spite of that, I still try to find
time to create web designs for my personal projects.

Front-end Developer & Web Designer
Freelancer / 02.2021 - 02.2022

As a freelancer, I continued using most of the technologies
I used before and started adding many new ones like React,
Material UI, Webpack or Gulp among others. I was also
consulting a lot at this time.

Front-end Developer & Web Designer

LANGUAGES
- Polish (Native)
- English (B2 / C1)
- Germany (A1)

WeMakeIt / 10.2020 – 02.2021

At that time I dropped the use of jQuery in favor of JavaScript
to slowly make my way to frameworks and more advanced
development but I was also still creating designs.

Front-end Developer & Designer

EDUCATION

Dianet / 06.2019 – 05.2020

Studied at University of Lodz.

In Dianet I was responsible mostly for coding pixel-perfect
websites creating graphics, logotypes and web designs.
Part of my job was setting up WordPress websites and editing
them using HTML, CSS, Scss, jQuery and basics of PHP, Laravel,
Bootstrap & Ajax. I was also strongly involved in recruitment
process and mentoring Junior Developers and designers.

Completed in 2018 with
a master degree in:
Administration.

